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Abstract

In this paper, we propose a methodology to enhance the evaluation tools in semantic
learning systems. Our proposal’s aim is to evaluate two types of open questions in
hybrid exams. The proposed technique in the first type MOQ (Multi Operations
Question) uses the matrix concept for fuzzy score. But POQ (Proof Open Question) is
more complicated so we use direct connect to learning objects which saved as
ontology based. Also take into consideration the dependence among learning objects
so we merge the universal ontology with weight matrix.
The proposed methodology has been applied to the case study of the mathematical
multi operations question and the proof question on a logic course in a hybrid exam.
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Introduction
Recently, using computers and information technology are making revolution in edu-

cation systems. They have many advantages as low costs and internationality. Until

now, the new generation of e-learning systems is applicable in many fields and hybrid

fields as in reference [1]. Consequently, online exams are widely used. Online exams

are more convenient and flexible relative to traditional exams. They also reduce the

overall expenses of processing exams especially in saving papers, storage, and materials’

costs. The easiest type of questions is closed questions as multiple-choice questions. It

is straightforward and does not require any text mining, Artificial Intelligence (AI),

Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques or algorithms [2].

However, multiple-choice questions can’t determine the skills of students in writing

and expressing. In some fields, educators prefer to have essay questions to grade more

realistically students’ skills.

Open questions are considered to be the most appropriate, because they are the

most natural and they produce a better degree of thought. They help to evaluate the

understanding of ideas, the students’ ability to organize material and develop reason-

ing, and to evaluate the originality of the proper thoughts. We can say that using

open questions evaluation tools is good for understanding the different human skills.

That’s human-centered computing (HCC) feature. We can classify this work as a ver-

sion in preprocess of analysis the human skills. Where there are three large areas of

HCC activities (production, analysis and interaction). We work deeply in this area in

reference [3]. Also we used weight matrix with ontology to evaluate proof questions
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to ameliorate the evaluation. Where, we can evaluate the student’s ability to relate

the knowledge among each other. In this work, we generate a new scoring func-

tion by using weight matrix to measure the student’s ability to connect knowledge

in her/his mined.

However, they are much more difficult to evaluate than more restricted tests such as

multiple choice tests. When student calculates some mathematical formula; not only

the final result is interesting for us but also the deduction process is important too. We

can evaluate the deduction path. We can check if the student understands this prob-

lematic or not by evaluating the steps.

The features of open questions in reference [4] are: No fixed method, No fixed answer

or many possible answers, Solved in different ways and on different levels (accessible to

mixed abilities), take a permission to a natural mathematical way of thinking, Develop rea-

soning & communication skills and open’ creativity and imagination when relates to real-

life context.

There are many types of open questions as a problem to solve with missing data/

hidden assumptions, Proof questions, multi steps problem, Problem to explain a concept/

procedure/error, Problem Posing, Real-life/Practical problems, Oral questions, investigative

problems [compare, contrast, classify, test hypothesis and generalize] and so on.

In this paper, we focus on the POQ and MOQ.

There are different kinds of communication infrastructures between e-learning

content objects and e-learning platforms. For successful application of any IES

(Intelligent Educational System), it is necessary to get information about a learner’s

knowledge [5,6]. So we propose to direct connection of the learning materials to an

evaluation tool.

The knowledge is represented through ontology as an artificial intelligent knowledge

representation method [7]. This technology is currently being used for representing hu-

man knowledge and as critical components in knowledge management, semantic web,

business to business applications, bioinformatics, e-learning, etc. In particular, using

ontologies in E-learning for different purposes is commonly accepted in the community

[6]. Ontologies allow representing, in a shareable and reusable manner, the knowledge

involved in the evaluation processes. The learning objects in the same level of Ontology

based are related if they are in the same ontology class. So in proof questions, we can

generate weight matrix as in FCM [8]. In correct solution only the weight function cal-

culates weight for rules was used. But we used only 1 if there is a relation (dependent)

and 0 if there is no relation (independent). Then we can use the sum of this matrix as

another variable to evaluate the student.

The paper is organized as follows. Section two presents the literature review, section

three for proposal methodology, then section four implements the proposed method in

the case study and finally the conclusion and further work.

Literature review
Several methodologies have been proposed to solve the problems in automatic evalu-

ation of open questions. Some of them are summarized below:

Chang et al. [9] made a comparative study between the different scoring methods.

They also studied the different types of exams and their effect on reducing the possibil-

ity of guessing in multiple choice questions.
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And Rein [10] proposed an intelligent system to help in mathematical problems. The

system is similar in concept to the programming languages’ technology that is called

Intelligence technology where software developers will be assisted through program-

ming by showing them possible actions and mistakes while typing.

Also Mu et al. [11] discussed an approach for the automatic grading of code assign-

ments. The developed tool assesses some of the issues with the code such as evaluating

the performance and logical errors.

SMT (Satisfiablility Module Theory) solver is one of the methods for a certain type of

proof. It isn’t applied on exam until now. It is formal method example. There are many

SMT solvers as in references [12-14]. SMT solver makes an automatic theorem prove.

The SMT solver job is a decision problem to determine if a given logic formula is satis-

fiable with respect to a combination of theories expressed in first-order logic. There is

yearly competition SMT-COMP [15].

In MOQ type, the evaluation by using the set of correct answers is the traditional

method. But this method wasn’t respect answer’s order steps [16]. There is also the

evaluation by using vector concept. It is more complicated but respect the order of the

answer. So the solution must be exactly similar the template of the model answer.

Reference [8] proposed a FCM to determine the concepts dependences. That is by

using the network graphic representation. Fuzzy concepts used to represent learning

material domain concepts’ knowledge dependencies, adaptive learning system know-

ledge representation [17]. It also represents the concept’s impact strength over the

other related concepts.

Proposed method
In this section, we present our proposal to handle the evaluation tool to evaluate the

hybrid exam. Exactly the exam has the three types of questions, which presented into

three subsections. MOQ section has a variable number of operations or steps, POQ

section and the old type which is the closed question.

Proof open questions (POQ)

The proof questions are mathematical type of open questions. This type may be based

on inference and reasoning through the constructed solutions. Also this type has de-

pendence among concepts. When we solve problems there are some rules that may/

may not depend on each other ex. Calculate average depend on the summation and the

division over the summation.

In this part, we propose to connect the answers directly with the learning content’s

objects not with the model answer. So this part of the proposal tool built on the seman-

tic knowledge representation” universal ontology model” where the extent domain

ontology may require updates to solve domain problems. This helps to prevent the re-

striction over specific and determined answers. In contrast to such a thing, we have a

variety and flexibility to handle different meanings and provide the flexibility to process

over any constructed model.

The connected process in each step of the evaluation tool depends on the keys

from solution. The keys in the POQ are the rules and theorems which are used.

The student implements rules in such a way to solve problems. This satisfies the

aim of the course.
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The semantic e-learning system contains ontology modeling that has a design feature

for further using in Content Management System (CMS).

We use CMS to implement our technique through interact admin with the know-

ledge represented by ontology in an appropriate way supported by their e-learning web

application system. We make a bridge between a semantic system built using a semantic

web language and the online e-learning web applications, using our system in e-learning

tests capacitate our users to interact and access their open questions included in online

exams.

We could load the developed course content model over CMS. In case a change oc-

curs in a syllabus’ learning contents (ex. updating, modifying) i.e. insert new learning

objects or introduce new items or even deleting from our learning syllabus contents.

We associate the required model answers in the generated model with their corre-

sponding constructed questions. The developed system considers only the required

concepts and answers that belong to their questions. The constructed answers are

checked over the generated model.

Each correct equation gains its percentage score value that is stored into the student

Database. After submitting these values, the teacher may preview the student’s answers

and their scores evaluations, hence scoring and feedback for each student performance

and cognitive abilities measurements can be obtained.

Multi operations question (MOQ)

For the second questions part that if we have the open question type has a variable num-

bers of steps, where the solution steps aren’t unique. In this type of questions used the

matrices concept to merge vector evaluation technique and set evaluation technique i.e.

Set evaluation technique +h vector evaluation technique = matrix evaluation technique

Where +h means hybrid technique. This update is the main idea in the algorithm

of the evaluation tool can automate the human rate in scoring. Also using the

matrices concept makes the proposed method adequate for any answer that has

ordered steps.

In general, we find that some final solution values are dependent on the previous

existing values, i.e. we can’t reach the final correct answer value if the previous one

related to it is wrong. So while writing created solution values, the steps should be

set in a correct order with correct values. In most cases the order for each solution is

important. The vector evaluation restricts the position for each value in the answer

template, with the sets evaluation concern with the number of all possible values

without restricting its position in the solution. So we propose the evaluation matrix

technique which has a set of array values, generates the set of all possible correct

values that have a probability to exist in the solution, related to the position import-

ance of each item in the created solution, and evaluates answers relatively and abso-

lutely. So we could measure the similarity between student answers and a certain row

in the generated solutions’ matrix.

To prevent plagiarism sometimes teachers require descriptive details for each an-

swers’ question so decrease the number of steps and decrease scores as well. Each item

in the evacuation matrix is assigned a specific score. If a correspondence exists between

student and teacher items then score is gained, otherwise it isn’t. The sum of all these
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scores represents the student’s total score. The general form of the evaluation matrix

that contains the set of all possible is:

IT¼

A B C D E
A;Bf g C D E O
A;B;Cf g D E O O
A;B;C;Df g E O O O
E O O O O

2
66664

3
77775

100%
80%
60%
40%
20%

The general form for student solution that has the set of all possibly created values is:

IST¼ xz1 xz2 ⋯ xzm½ �

z = reference the row number in the evaluation matrix, m= number of student solu-
tion values.

Algorithm steps

I-Input: Teacher’s question, teacher’s model answers and student’s solutions.

II-The processes:

Count mathematical operations (n-elements) in a teacher’s question.

Assign each item in a teacher row answer solution a specific score.

Create a matrix.

Insert teacher’s answers/items within this matrix as a first row.

Generate next row, the 1st item is 2nd item in the previous row then proceed in this

way until reach last item.

Put the student’s solution values into an array.

Compare between the student solution array and each row in the created matrix.

If there is a similarity between the array and a certain row, then calculate the percent-

age which depends upon several variables as the row number and the teacher request.

Otherwise the score is zero.

Total score= question mark * percentage.

III- The output is the total score.

Through this algorithm we can generate the set of all possible values within our

matrix make the system more accurate and support descriptive details. Question is

evaluated absolutely, relatively, or absolutely and relatively whether a correspondence

exists between item-item or item-set of items. The characteristics of vectors and sets

are combined together to form matrix structure model.

Now, we explain the main relations between the proposed evaluation tools and

the e-learning system. We must talk about these relations because the proposed

evaluation tools especially POQ tool can’t work dependently. It used learning objects

from e-learning system. But our proposal depend on new generation of e-learning

which build the learning object by using Ontology based. In this case the e-learning

system called semantic e-learning.

The Figure 1 shows the infrastructure of the evaluation part in the proposed semantic

e-learning. The CMS is a control management system or the control panel of the e-

learning system. The teacher can control the icons from this side. He/She- if has experi-

ence in using ontology- can change or insert the learning objects by using the update

learning contents icon. It is gate to connect to the universal ontology of many related

courses in certain field. This ontology instead of learning objects database. The other



Figure 1 The infrastructure of the semantic e-learning evaluation part.
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icons in CMS side are gates to send the hybrid exam to the students or to send the

model answers ( final solution template) to MOQ tool. The student has the exam and

can send the answers from student GUI. The student’s answers are classified in this first

version in three parts. The first part is the original closed questions which use original

tools in the e-learning system. The second type of questions sends to MOQ tool which

explained in more details in Section Multi Operations Question (MOQ) and applied in

Section Handle MOQ. The third part of questions is POQ which handling in POQ tool.

The POQ tool needs certain information from learning objects ontology. The connec-

tion between Ontology and POQ tool is by XML to OWL converter in protégé platform

or by semantic web rule language (SWRL) tool also from protégé platform. Section

Proof Open Questions (POQ) and section Handle POQ explain more details about

POQ type of questions and application in certain example. Then the proposed POQ and

MOQ tools calculate the score and save the result in the student’s database.

Implementation
In this section, we apply the proposal on certain course by Protégé platform and its plugin

library in subsection Create Learning Object Materials Ontology to handle OWL ontology.

Also we use SCORMCLOUD for Drupel which needn’t to separate LMS. The algorisms

were presented in subsections Handle POQ and Handle MOQ were uploaded as icons as

evaluation tools. The proposed algorithms were written by PHP web scripting language and

WampServer connecting scripts codes. So we use XML language to connect OWL to PHP.

To present our proposal, we needed real example. So we created simple part of

Ontology based for Boolean algebra course by protégé platform which displayed in
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subsection Create Learning Object Materials Ontology. Then in subsection Handle

POQ we presented different solutions for example of proof question and displayed

part of the PHP code to handle the scoring function and how connected to ontol-

ogy and also the weight function. That is for matching the solutions with rules. Fi-

nally, in subsection Handle MOQ we presented example for multi operations

question and how matrix was generated and part of score function for this type.

Create learning object materials ontology

The first step is building the ontology of the course domain. This is done by defining

ontology classes and arranging them in a hierarchy super class and subclass using top-

down approach [18,19]. In this approach, we define the concepts and the rules. Com-

mon concepts are followed by more specific ones and the properties in the slots. Then

we fill the instance’s slot value. Constructing the classes hierarchy high levels and their

sub-classes, make a relation between each main class and its sub classes. Identify the

main and sub-concepts, relations, slots values, and instances. One of the fundamental

using of the Boolean operations “OR, AND” and “NOT” are axiomatic and Algebraic

proofs. A Boolean algebraic function that is put in algebraic form can be simplified

using Boolean algebraic axioms, laws and theorems. Simply we insert the following part

of Boolean algebra in Ontology based. Table 1 is a summary of some Boolean algebra

functions from [20].

According to our implemented case, the developed technique POQ evaluation tool

focused on Boolean algebra rules’ axioms, laws and functions ontology modeling. The

Ontology model represents Boolean algebra logic concepts, information and learning

objects, which satisfy our system’s educational knowledge needs, arrange main concepts

(axioms, laws, theorems) and their hierarchical concepts into classes and subclasses re-

spectively i.e. Starts with defining the classes of Boolean algebra rules’ axioms, laws,

theorems. Each class of these classes has a number of classes related to it represented

as sub-classes (ex. axiom 1, axiom 2, …, theorem 1, theorem 2, …). A relation is defined

between the main class and its sub classes. Each axiom, law and theorem contains two

operations; one in OR Form and the other in AND Form. We make the values of these

operations as an instance for a class that is related to, specifying the domain and the

cardinality for each slot. We define the slots/properties values and fill the instance’s slot

value for those classes. Protégé platform was used to introduce our ontology model,
Table 1 Part of Boolean algebra functions

Description OR form AND form

Axiom 1 x + 0 = x x · 1 = x

Axiom 2 x + y = y +x x · y = y · x

Axiom 3 x ·(y + z) = (x · y) + (x · z) x + y · z = (x + y) · (x + z)

Axiom 4 x + x’ = 1 x · x’ = 0

Theorem 1 x + x = x x · x = x

Theorem 2 x + 1 = 1 x · 0 = 0

Theorem 3 (x’) = x

Associativity x + (y + z) = (x + y) + z x · (y · z) = (x · y) · z

Absorption x + x · y = x x · (x + y) = x

DeMorgan’s Law (x + y)’ = x’ · y’ (x · y)’ = x’ + y’
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tools and semantic data. That because Protégé language is OWL (Ontology Web

Language).

The OWL is suitable for web applications. We used protégé and its XML plug-in to

save Axiom’s rules model as xml file format for import and export XML files to PHP

code. The connection between Ontology based and POQ tool executes by using

“simplexml_load_file” PHP function.

The visualization plug-in tool has been used to visualize our ontology modeling

ex. jambalaya tool plug in. Figure 2 shows the Boolean algebra Rules’ Ontology

visualization by Jambalaya tool.

Handle POQ

The main contributions of the mathematical Proof Open Questions (POQ) evalu-

ation part is to develop an intelligent semantic method to automate the POQs

evaluation, and design a technique that contains ontology modeling in which users

can interact with the knowledge represented by ontology in an appropriate way

supported by their Drupal e-learning which is a CMS freely available under the

GPL [21].

In this research, the POQ evaluation tool has a consistently universal mathematical

syllabus ontology model for a number of mathematical courses each course has its inde-

pendent ontology model (ex. Abstract algebra, geometric algebra, Boolean algebra, … )

those different ontologies hypothetically represent independent learning courses’ con-

tents, aligned and merged them together with a matching and adequate concepts. Each

course contains its belonging chapters, and each chapter contains a number of concepts

available for different lessons, merging those ontologies together into a unified universal

ontology model.
Figure 2 Boolean algebra rules’ ontology visualization model.
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Now to present how the system evaluates the POQ, we present the following

scenario:

The teacher is asked to set the POQ as” X+X’+Y=X+Y” in the input box in order to

be sent to the students. Then the tool connects to Boolean algebra ontology base. The

proposed “simplexml_load_file” PHP function code converts the XML ontology to the

PHP variables as in Figure 3.

Once the tutor sends the question, the student can receive it. Then student is asked

to solve it and put constructed answers in input boxes as in Figure 4.

When the student submits these values into the system, the POQ’s answers are

connected directly to the POQ evaluation tool. The tool converts the classes or sub-

classes of the axioms or theorem in the key column to xml file to connect with the

PHP tool code. But if the student doesn’t insert any axioms in the key column the

whole Boolean algebra ontology is converted.

As we mentioned earlier, our system contains the part of Axiom1 rule’s OWL/RDF

ontology model which is further converted into the corresponding xml file.

When the student submit the first constructed solution item, the system checks both the

rule and its value that exists in the right and left hand sides over the scripting file hierarch-

ical tags. A score is gained for each correct solution item array, otherwise no scores are

evaluated. Calculate the percentage scores’ values to be stored into the student’s DB.

These solutions’ items and scores could be previewed, thus the teacher receives the

student’s answers and the evaluations for each correct solution.

The score function in our proposal tool sets value for each correct solution step, stu-

dent gain a specific score value for each correct solution part. That value is increased

as a student proceed in a correct steps, until student reach the final correct result, even

if he/she doesn’t set all steps in details’ solutions, i.e. in case a student reaches the final

solution result after any number of steps, then he could gain the score set for the prob-

lem. Figure 5 shows part of how score code checks solution arrays with rules arrays in

each step. Although, the students can submit different solutions as in Figure 4 the

POQ tool can evaluate it. In case of the correct answers, the POQ tool transfers to

other scoring level. It is weight function as shown in Figure 6. By weight function we
Figure 3 A part of converter code XML to PHP.



Figure 4 Two students’ answers for the same question.
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can measure the student’s ability of connected knowledge to receive to the correct an-

swers. The function steps are as the following:

First step is generation the square matrix for used rules. Where, the matrix values are 0 if

the two rules are independent else one i.e. the two rules in the same ontology class or not.

Second step is summation the weight matrix values.

Then the third step is comparison between the used rules number (n matrix dimension)

and summation of weight matrix values.

The output is as in Figure 7 for solutions in Figure 4. Where, the score for each stu-

dent is 100% but the first one uses rules- theorems, Axioms or Lemmas- independent

but the second student uses the dependent rules.

But if the student’s answer is incomplete, then the score will be as shown in Figure 8.

Also the developed system helps admin to easily delete, modify or update the courses’

contents by modifying/deleting learning objects or even introducing new concepts. This

is to gain access and preview the learning objects.

Handle MOQ

We implemented the proposed algorithm in section Multi Operations Question (MOQ) by

PHP web scripting language and WampServer connecting scripts codes. PHP programming
Figure 5 The student’s score code.



Figure 6 Part of weight function.
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language enables us to build the evaluation matrix with multiple dimensional arrays which

contains vectors and sets. There are varieties in the student solution vector length so using

PHP language is moderate. We aren’t restricted to build n x n-matrix with n2-elements

where each vector created contains its own set. Once we had mathematical question and

their corresponding solution values, the matrix rows elements could be generated. The

following example will show the implementation of the algorithm. The system student’s

interface of online MOQ type is shown in Figure 9.

Suppose that the open mathematical question is I=2/2*4+1-2 and the final solution of

I is equal to 3. The steps from the model answer are

iÞ 2=2 ¼ 1; iiÞ 1 � 4 ¼ 4; iiiÞ 4þ 1 ¼ 5; ivÞ 5‐2 ¼ 3:

We know that there are some arithmetic operations that have higher parentheses
(executed *, / before +,-) more than the other operations. We has 4-operations/steps for

4-equation all should solve in correct order. The student answer (1,4,5,3) is correct

100%. But to be more specific, some students reach the final correct solution by

summarize the number of steps/operations required. We take in consideration this

point, so the first row in the evaluation matrix contains the detailed (standard) correct

values (1,4,5,3) as a vector of array values, in other problems we may have two or more
Figure 7 The score for solutions in Figure 4.



Figure 8 The student’s incomplete answer in part a and the student’s score in part b.
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operations/steps that should be solved with the same parentheses. So we represent all

the possible sets of solution for each step in its corresponding order. The 2nd row con-

tains a number of correct elements less than the 1st one i.e. student’s solution values are

(4,5,3) or (1,5,3) represent a vector of array values. On the other hand we represent these

possible items in the evaluation matrix as ({1,4},5,3). Both arrays are combined together.

So as we move down along the evaluation matrix the number of generated correct values

expected to be in each row is less than the number of values that exist in the previous

one. The last row has the final correct solution.

To compare the solution matrix to the student’s solution, If Z=3 i.e. the student

array like the 3ed row in the evaluation matrix, for each similar values we give a

score as a correct answer otherwise the score is zero. The total score is the sum

of all scores.

We need to notice that each item/element in the teacher template (model answer)

has one/set of values. The MOQ tool generates the matrix of all correct answers.

1 4 5 3
1; 4f g 5 3 0
1; 4; 5f g 3 0 0

3 0 0 0

2
664

3
775

If the student’s answer array is one row in the generated matrix, then the follow-
ing score function to calculate the percentage will run else the student’s answer is

wrong and the percentage is zero (Figure 10). The score code in this type of ques-

tion gives the same percentage for each step and the percentage depends on number

of the complete answer’s steps. But it’s easy to make the percentage inserted from

teacher’s side.
Figure 9 An example of MOQ.



Figure 10 MOQ score function code.
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The score result is as in Figure 11 if the student wrote the final correct answer dir-

ectly. Then the student missed the score for details step.

Conclusion and further works
This paper proposed an evaluation tool for hybrid exams which have POQ and MOQ

types of open questions. The methodology is based on semantic e-learning. Using dir-

ect connection between the learning objects universal ontology based and the evalu-

ation tool have many advantage as we don’t need model answers in POQ type and the

student can use any correct theorem in her/his answer. Also using weight matrix solves

the problem of dependence among learning concepts. Finally, using a fuzzy score

matrix has benefits in case of MOQ which have order steps and could be answered by

different ways.

In the future, In case of POQ the completed fuzzy weights matrix needs group of

experts in the given field as mathematics therefore we recommend the authentication

organization in education support a project to determine the weight of dependent

among material concepts. Then when we want to create any open questions exam in
Figure 11 The student’s score.
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the proof type, we connect directly with the Universal Ontology of learning materials

and it’s Fuzzy Ontology which generates the fuzzy weight matrix automatically. Also

we recommend the improvement of MOQ tool by creating AI questions bank. It will

be Ontology based and connected it to the Universal Ontology for learning materials.
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